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Abstract. 
and sociolinguistics, the assessment of contact between the different 
languages used by speakers living in the same geographical/political area 
receives a pronounced role. These languages inevitably come into contact. 
The research on language contact between Hungarian and Romanian has 
a past marked by scholarly works that focus especially on the lexical-
semantic level. Because contact between linguistic phenomena occurs at 
every level of language, it is necessary to focus on the smallest linguistic 
elements as well. In our work, we analyse a corpus of words borrowed 
from Hungarian by the Romanian language, focusing on stop sounds. In 
our paper, we establish the main phonetic transfer modalities, discussing 
the subject in an international framework.

Keywords: language contact, phonetic adaptation, stop consonants, 
Hungarian language, Romanian language

1. Introduction

Contemporary linguistics – while in the previous decades the main goal was the 
establishing of language families and the description of language systems from 
the point of view of descriptive grammar – is more open towards translation 
research, contrastive and comparative linguistics, sociolinguistics, etc.

An important research area investigates the contact elements between 

The research of linguistic contact between Romanian and Hungarian has 

Romanian and Hungarian researchers (see Alexics 1888; Blédy 1942; Márton 
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in the same place at the same time. Language contact often involves direct 
interactions between groups of speakers, at least some of whom speak more than 
one language in a particular geographical region. Sometimes speakers of two or 
more languages live together in a single community. In such cases, there may be 
mutual bilingualism or multilingualism in that particular settlement. Languages 
have been in contact certainly for thousands of years, and probably since the 
beginning of humankind (Thomason 2001: 1–8).

In our paper, we analyse the most important results of language contact: 
is “adoption of a linguistic 

expression from one language into another language, usually when no term 
exists for the new object, concept, or state of affairs. Among the causes of such 

internationalization of specialized languages and jargons, among others)” 
(Bussman 1998: 139).

As Siemund states, it has been found that in a contact situation between two 
communities the replication of the linguistic material in one language from the 
other begins with lexical units and only much later begins to affect grammatical 
units (Siemund 2008: 5). The borrowing of lexical elements involves above all 
the phonological level.

For the description and categorization of language contact situations, Sarah G. 
Thomason has developed a four-level borrowing scale: casual contact, slightly 
more intense contact, more intense contact, and intense contact (Thomason 
2001: 71).

The Romanian-Hungarian language contact situation (viewed from the 

is . In such cases, speakers of the recipient language do not need 

among the recipient-language speakers. Only non-basic vocabulary elements are 
borrowed. The of the language contains only content words – 
most often nouns, but also verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. The 
of the language is not affected in any way.

language in the XIth and XIIth centuries (Rosetti 1978: 382). Victor Grecu shows 

which contains general words which were spread in the whole of the language, 
and another layer represented by dialectal words, limited to the Transylvanian 
area (Grecu 2004: 197–200).
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1.1. Our research

– de Jong – North: “the traditional in-depth investigation of a certain contact 
situation, usually involving no more than two languages” (Hasselblatt – de Jong 
– North 2010: 1).

We focus on one aspect of linguistic contact, namely the investigation of 
phonetic-phonological transfer modalities of words borrowed from Hungarian by 
Romanian. We do not investigate other structural levels of the Romanian language, 
for example the lexical-semantic or pragmatic dimension of these words. As a 
result, our research deals with the contact between languages from the point of 
view of applied phonetics, using the methods of contrastive linguistics.

The paper includes the analysis of phonetic adaptations of stop sounds based 
on a corpus of 727 words borrowed from Hungarian, focusing on the modalities 
of phonetic adaptation of these borrowed items in the case of 826 sounds.

This research started in 2012 with the listing of every dictionary entry of the 
(hereinafter NDULR) (edited by John 

rd edition, 
published in 2009), where authors indicated the existence of a Hungarian etymon, 
on individual sheets. The research was continued in 2014 with the creation of a 

and categorization was performed.
Our research and paper uses the system of the International Phonetic Alphabet 

(see , 1999) and for the 
illustration of the sounds we use the method of generative phonology.

As, besides the outlining of adaptation methods, our aim is to identify the 
typical transfers characteristic of each phoneme, the methods that are more 

1.2. The articulation correspondence between the two languages

The donor language in our research is Hungarian, so we start from the phonetic 
system of this language.

Table 1. 
LABIAL ALVEOLAR PALATAL VELAR

voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced

stops [p] [b] [t] [d] [c] [k] [g]
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Table 2.  
LABIAL ALVEOLAR PALATAL VELAR

voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced voiceless voiced

stops [p] [b] [t] [d] – – [k] [g]
aspirated 

stops

As we can see in tables 1 and 2, there are no articulation correspondents for the 
palatal stops of Hungarian.

1.3. Illustration in generative phonology

The generative phonological analysis method was introduced in Hungarian 

nyelvtan (New Hungarian grammar), published in 2003. Siptár’s method can be 
applied to the study of the Romanian phonetic system as well, as it is actually 
a structured illustration of the sounds of a language. It can be used to explore 
phonetic transfer, and it has the advantage of highlighting the changes during 
phonological adaptation.

This method of illustration was developed for both vowels and consonants, 
but in our case only the illustration of consonants is relevant. It is based on two 
major elements: the reference point1 and the sound elements, which always mark 
an articulatory feature of the sound.  summarizes the elements used in the 
illustrations (Siptár 2003: 322–325).

Table 3. 
P labial N nasal
Y postalveolar and palatal L lateral
K velar R trill
KH aspirated velar H durable
Z voiced obstruent S sibilant

2. Analysis

2.1. Voiced, bilabial obstruent

The IPA symbol of this sound is [b], and it has a corresponding letter in both 
languages: b. It appears in the Hungarian words – in our corpus – 129 times. 
In 97.67% (N=126), the phonetical transfer maintains the articulatory features  

1 In Siptár’s terminology: gyökércsomópont.
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(ex. Hu. abrak  > Rom. abrac , Hu. bábos  > Rom.
, Hu. bakó  > Rom. u], Hu. bádog [ba:dog] > Rom. badog 

[bädog] etc.), and this modality of transfer does not depend on the phonological 
environment.

The percentage is bigger than 20%, so we consider it a phonetic adaptation 
scheme for the  sound. Besides this, two more phonetical adaptation modalities 
can be observed, where changes of phonetic features can be noticed.

manner of articulation (explosive, bilabial fricative, labiodental) (ex. Hu. 
 > Rom. plaivaz ).

The other adaptation modality is produced with the loss of the Z element 
(voiced voiceless) (ex. Hu. comb > Rom.  ).

The voiced, explosive, bilabial obstruent has, in conclusion, three phonetical 
adaptation modalities, noticed in our research corpus (see ).

Table 4. 

Noticed phenomenon Change of 
sound

Changes in articulation 
features 

1. maintaining the 
articulation features

-
scheme
(97.67%)

2. change of one 
articulation feature

voicing: voiced  voiceless modality

3. change of two 
articulation features

manner: stop  fricative
place: bilabial  labiodental

modality

2.2. Voiceless, bilabial obstruent

The IPA symbol of this sound is [p], and it has a corresponding letter in both of 
the languages: p. It appears in the Hungarian words – in our corpus – 112 times. 
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In 98.21% of the cases (N=110), the phonetic transfer maintains the articulatory 
features (ex. Hu. kalap  > Rom. clop [klop]; Hu. paripa  > Rom. 
parip ; Hu. pelenka  > Rom. [pe ; Hu.  > 
Rom.  etc.), and this modality of transfer is not depending on 
phonological conditions.

We have also two examples for the case when the string of elements is developed 
by the addition of the Z element (voiceless  voiced) (Hu. képezni  > 
Rom.  and Hu. csörpör  > Rom. ciorobor o bo ).

The voiceless, explosive, bilabial obstruent has, in conclusion, two phonetic 
adaptation modalities observed in our research corpus (see ).

Table 5. 
Noticed 

phenomenon
Change of 

sound
Changes in articulation 

features 

1. maintaining the 
articulation features – scheme

(98.21%)

2. change of one 
articulation feature voicing: voiceless voiced modality

2.3. Voiced, alveolar obstruent

The IPA symbol of this sound is [d], and it has a corresponding letter in both 
languages: d. It appears in the Hungarian words – in our corpus – 78 times. In 
83.33% of the cases (N=65), the phonetic transfer maintains the articulatory 
features (ex. Hu. eredni  > Rom. ; Hu. gazda  > Rom. 

; Hu.  > Rom. u] etc.), and this modality 
of transfer does not depend on the phonological environment.

7.69% (N=6) of the words in the analysed corpus show the  change. 
This transfer modality appears both when the Hungarian sound is in a stressed 
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syllable and it is transferred into a stressed syllable in Romanian (Hu. dob [dob] 
> Rom. [to ; Hu. várda  > Rom. ), as well as in the case 
when the stressed syllable in Hungarian becomes unstressed in Romanian (Hu. 

 > Rom. ; Hu.  > Rom. 
[ho g]; Hu.  > Rom. [hututu ; Hu. spikinard  > 
Rom. spiclinat ).

Another phonetic transfer modality is dropping the sound from the structure 
of the borrowings (ex. Hu. szabadság  > Rom. , Hu. 
szabad  > Rom. ; Hu.  > Rom. 

).

A fourth phonetic transfer modality is ; it is present in two words in 
our corpus (ex. Hu. dibiny  > Rom. ob]; Hu. eredni  > Rom. 

[he ]). In these examples, we could identify the change of the place 
of articulation: the alveolar consonant in Hungarian becomes a velar, aspirated 
one in Romanian.

the manner of articulation: obstruents become sonorants. In the generative 

reference point.

In the example Hu. kérkedni  > Rom. , we observe 
that the stop, alveolar, voiced obstruent becomes a voiced, alveolar, approximate 
sonorant.
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The last phonetic adaptation modality can be observed in the example  
Hu.  > Rom. e]. Here, the voiced, stop, alveolar, 
obstruent becomes a voiced, bilabial, nasal sonorant.

In conclusion, we can establish six phonetic transfer modalities ( ):

Table 6. 
Noticed 

phenomenon
Change 
of sound

Changes in articulation 
features 

1. maintaining the 
articulation features – scheme

(83.33%)
2a.

change of one 
articulation feature

voicing: voiced voiceless modality

2b. h] place: alveolar velar 
aspirated modality

3. change of two 
articulation features

manner: obstruent sonorant;
stop  approximate modality

4. change of three 
articulation features

manner: obstruent  sonorant;
stop  nasal
place: alveolar  bilabial

modality

5.
drop of the sound 
from the structure 
of the borrowing

– modality

2.4. Voiceless, alveolar obstruent

The IPA symbol of this sound is [t], and it has a corresponding letter in both 
languages: t. It appears in the Hungarian words – in our corpus – 78 times. In 
90.9% (N=170), the phonetic transfer maintains the articulatory features (Hu. 
alkotni  > Rom. ; Hu. bolt [bolt] > Rom. [boltä]; 
Hu. katlan  > Rom. cotlon [kotlo ; Hu. lakatos  > Rom. 

, etc.), and this transfer modality does not depend on the phonological 
environment.

In 4.27% (N=8) of the sounds, the dropping of the sound from the structure of 
the borrowing could be observed (Hu. költség  > Rom. ; 
Hu. csoport  > Rom. ciopor opo ; Hu. dobostorta  > 
Rom. [dobo ; Hu.  > Rom. [hututu ; Hu. 

 > Rom. ; Hu. szaggatni  > Rom. soage ]). In the 
majority of these cases, the sound is dropped together with the syllable containing 
it. In other cases, we identify the phenomenon of the apocope.2

In our research corpus, there are three examples for words where [t] becomes 
[k], ex. Hu. sötét  > Rom. ; Hu.  > Rom. viclean 

; Hu.  > Rom.  . In this phonetic 

2 drop of a sound or group of sounds from the end of the word (DIMITRESCU 1978: 121).
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adaptation modality, we can identify a subtype, the aspirated pronunciation of 
[k]: Hu.  > Rom. [be .

There are two examples for the change of [t] in : Hu. csikoltó  > 
Rom. o u]; Hu. darabant  > Rom. [do . 
In this case, the manner of articulation is changed (stop affricate).

In the case of two words, there is a  change (ex. Hu.  >
Rom. [hä u]; Hu.   > Rom. deu]). We observe 
as well that in these cases the  sound is always followed by a diphthong in the 
Romanian borrowings.

The last phonetic adaptation modality is the change of the [t] consonant into [g]:
Hu. pántlika  > Rom. .
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The voiceless, alveolar, stop obstruent has, in conclusion, seven phonetic 
adaptation modalities observable in our research corpus (see Table 7).

Table 7. 
Noticed 

phenomenon
Change 
of sound

Changes in articulation 
features 

1. maintaining the 
articulation features – scheme

(90.9%)
2a.

change of one 
articulation feature

place: alveolar  velar modality
2b. h] place: alveolar  velar aspirated modality
2c. manner: stop  affricate modality
2d. voicing: voiceless  voiced modality

3. change of two 
articulation features

place: alveolar  velar;
voicing: voiceless  voiced modality

4.
drop of the sound 
from the structure of 
the borrowing

– modality

2.5. Voiced, velar obstruent

The voiced, velar stop has the [g] IPA symbol and its corresponding letter is g both 
in Hungarian and Romanian. This sound appears in our research corpus 106 times.

The typical adaptation scheme for this sound is maintaining the articulatory 
features in 88.67% (N=94) of the cases. This adaptation modality does not have 
any phonological preconditions, it can appear in any phonotactic environment 
(ex. Hu. egres  > Rom. ; Hu. vágás  > Rom. ; 
Hu.  > Rom. iosag o ; Hu. nadrág  > Rom. 

; Hu. agár  > Rom. ogar [o , etc.).

 bilabial). There 
targonca  > Rom. 

; Hu.  > Rom. ; Hu.   > Rom. 
[bobou] and Hu. gomb  > Rom.  .

We have to mention that this change is produced when the [g] sound has  as 
antecedent and the [oä] diphthong and vowel as postcedents.
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There are four examples for another adaptation modality, which can be 
observed in our corpus: Hu. morog  > Rom. ; Hu. 

 > Rom. lokät]; Hu.  > Rom.  .

We can notice in the illustration the drop of the Z element (voiced sound), 
this phenomenon occuring in the phonotactic situation where the sound has the  
[o ] sounds as antecedents and u] as postcedents.

There are two words which drop the sound (Hu. szaggatni > Rom. 
soage ]; Hu. betegség  > Rom. [bete ).

the structure, but – because in Romanian there are no consonants with long 
pronunciation – it is shortened. In the other word, we encounter a consonant 
syncope.3

At the same time, there is one example (Hu. tingilingi  > Rom. 
) for the situation where the consonant is pronounced 

aspirated.

We note that both sounds of the word which undergo this transfer have  as 
antecedent and  as postcedent.

The last phonetic adaptation modality of this sound that occurs in our corpus 
is similar to the previous one (Hu. tengeri  > Rom. [te .

In the case of this transfer modality, we notice that, besides the fact that the 
sound is pronounced aspirated, it drops the Z (voiced) element as well, so the 

3 drop of a sound or groups of sounds between two sounds inside the word (DIMITRESCU 
1978: 121).
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corresponding sound in the borrowing becomes voiceless. The phonotactic 
situation is identical to the above.

Based on our research, we found the following phonetic transfer modalities to 
the sound [g] (see Table 8):

Table 8. 

Noticed phenomenon Change 
of sound

Changes in articulation 
features 

1. maintaining the 
articulation features – scheme

(88.67%)

2.

maintaining the 
articulation features 
with aspirated 
pronunciation

h] aspirated pronunciation modality

3a. change of one 
articulation feature

place: velar  bilabial modality
3b. voicing: voiced voiceless modality

4.
drop of the sound from 
the structure of the 
borrowing

– modality

2.6. Voiceless, velar obstruent

The voiceless, velar obstruent stop has the IPA symbol [k] and it has an articulatory 
correspondent in both languages. The grapheme corresponding to this sound is 
k in Hungarian and in Romanian is marked with two letters: c and k. This sound 
appears 180 times in the Hungarian words of our corpus.

As in the other cases discussed above, this sound has only one phonetic transfer 
modality that can be considered a scheme: maintenance of the articulation 
features. The percentage of these sounds in our corpus is 84.44% (N=152).

Such words are for example: Hu. abrak  > Rom. abrac ; Hu. bicska 
 > Rom. ; Hu. csonka  > Rom. cionc o ; Hu. 
 > Rom. ; Hu. kocsi  > Rom. cocie [ko ], etc.

In the case of this sound, we notice another phonetic adaptation modality, 

pronunciation of the sound in the borrowing.
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This involves the change of the K element in KH (ex. Hu. költség  > 
Rom. ; Hu. kezes  > Rom. ; Hu. kép [ke:p] > 
Rom. ; Hu. dikics  > Rom. , etc). We notice in the 
analysed corpus that this change appears when the sound has antecedents such 
as  and  as postcedents. These sound groups (letter groups) were 
introduced in the Romanian alphabet as .

There are four words which drop the [k] sound from the borrowing: Hu. 
kenkdö 4 > Rom. u]; Hu.  > Rom. 

; Hu.  > Rom.  e], and Hu. mogádok  > 
Rom. .

We notice two aspects: in the case of the word Rom. in fact, there is no 
consonant syncope, but a simple contraction of pronunciation duration. The [k] 
sound is maintained in the phonetical body of the word. The other two words are 
adapted with not only dropping the sound, but also the whole syllable.

We have two examples where the change of a phonetic feature of the sound can 
be observed. This is the change of the representative element of the sound: the K 
(velar) changes into H (prolonged).

The words in the corpus are: Hu. matikálni  > Rom. 
and Hu. tárkony  > Rom. .

Finally, we have a word (Hu. mellék  > Rom. meleag leäg]) in which 
the addition of an element can be observed, so that by the addition of the Z 
(voiced) element, the [k] sound becomes [g].

adaptation for the [k] sound (see ):

4 In the case of this word, we must mention that it was probably misspelled in NDULR (p. 296, 
col. III) and the proper form would be . Therefore, we cannot talk about the drop 
from the middle of the word in the form of a consonant syncope.
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Table 9. [k]

Noticed phenomenon Change 
of sound

Changes in articulation 
features 

1. maintaining the 
articulation features – scheme

(84.44%)

2.

maintaining the 
articulation features 
with aspirated 
pronunciation

h] aspirated pronunciation modality
(11.66%)

3. change of one 
articulation feature voicing: voiceless  voiced modality

4. change of two 
articulation features

manner: stop  fricative;
place: velar  laryngeal modality

5.
drop of the sound from 
the structure of the 
borrowing

– modality

2.7. Voiced, palatal obstruent

The IPA symbol of the voiced, palatal obstruent stop is  and it has no articulatory 

features of the sound is necessary in the process of phonetic adaptation. The 
sound in Hungarian is marked with the gy grapheme. It appears in the Hungarian 
words 24 times.

A percent of 33.33% (N=8) of the sounds are adapted in the form of the  sound, 
ex. Hu. agyag > Rom. agiag ; Hu. gyaló  > Rom.  u]; 
Hu.  > Rom. [he ], etc.

this change occurs whenever the word and the series of ante- and postcedents is 
very complex.

A percentage of 20.83% (N=5) of the sounds have undergone the h] 
change, ex.: Hu. gyömbér  > Rom. ; Hu.  > 
Rom. ; Hu. lengyel  > Rom. [le , etc.
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In the words taken as examples, we can notice that this change occurs only 
when the 

In 16.66% (N=4) of the sounds, the  became : Hu.  > Rom. 
; Hu. gyönni  > Rom. ; Hu. gyomlálni  > Rom. 

, and Hu.   > Rom. .

adaptation works only when the sound is in the initial position in the word.
Besides the above described phonetic transfer modalities, there are other ones, 

represented by few examples:
– : Hu.  > Rom. [ho g]; Hu.  > 

Rom. iobag bäg];
– : Hu.  > Rom. ;
– : Hu.  > Rom. ;
– : Hu. melegágy  > Rom. melegar le ;
– : Hu. nagyságos  > Rom. ägo ;
– : Hu.  > Rom. .

Table 10. 
Noticed 

phenomenon
Change 
of sound Changes in articulation features 

1a. change of one 
articulation 
feature

place: palatal  velar aspirated scheme
(20.83%)

1b. place: palatal  alveolar modality
1c. place: palatal  velar modality

2a. change of two 
articulation 
features

manner: stop affricate;
place: palatal  post-alveolar

scheme
(33.33%)

2b. manner: stop  fricative;
place: palatal post-alveolar modality
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Noticed 
phenomenon

Change 
of sound Changes in articulation features 

3a.

change of three 
articulation 
features

manner: stop  fricative;
place: palatal  post-alveolar;
voicing: voiced  voiceless

modality

3b.
manner: stop  affricate;
place: palatal  post-alveolar;
voicing: voiced  voiceless

modality

3c.
manner: obstruent  sonorant;
stop  trill;
place: palatal  alveolar

modality

4.
drop of the sound 
from the structure 
of the borrowing

- modality

2.8. Voiceless, palatal obstruent

The voiceless, palatal, obstruent stop has the [c] IPA symbol, and it has no 

process of phonetic adaptation. The corresponding grapheme is Hungarian is ty, 
and this sound appears 10 times in our corpus.

Since it is such a small number, we cannot afford to establish certain conclusions 
through a detailed analysis.

There are four words that were borrowed by modifying the [c] sound into [t]: 
Hu. bástya  > Rom. ]; Hu.  > Rom. 
[ko u]; Hu. mátyás  > Rom. patyolat > 
Rom. potilat [po .

We have two words where we can observe the change of [c] into [k]: Hu. 
kótyavetye  > Rom. [ko  and Hu. fátyol  > 
Rom. ol].

Still, in two words, the  adaptation modality is present: Hu. konty 
 > Rom. conci [ko  and Hu. pityóka  > Rom. o .

There is a word in the corpus which shows the  modality: Hu. bátya 
 > Rom. bade [bäde].

In the case of this sound, we do not establish schemes given that it occurs 
in a small number. All of the noticed phonetic transfer methods are considered 
modalities (see ).
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Table 11. 
Noticed 

phenomenon
Change of 

sound
Changes in articulation 

features 
1a. change of one 

articulation feature
place: palatal  alveolar modality

1b. place: palatal  velar aspirated modality

2a. change of two 
articulation 
features

place: palatal  alveolar;
voicing: voiceless  voiced modality

2b. manner: stop  affricate;
place: palatal  post-alveolar modality

3. Conclusions

As in the process of borrowing and phonetic adaptation it is possible to have 
changes on the level of articulation manner, place, and duration, we are going to 
formulate several conclusions considering these factors.

The 8 analysed phonemes have 41 phonetical adaptation modalities in total, 
on average, 5 different modalities of adaptation per sound. The sounds that 
have articulation correspondents in the two languages feature the 
adaptation modality which consists of maintaining the articulation features.

On the level of the manner of articulation, we can establish the following types 
of changes: (1) stop  fricative: ; (2) stop  
approximate: ; (3) stop  nasal: ; (4) stop  affricate: 

; (5) stop  trill: . There are three examples 
for the change of an obstruent feature into sonorant ( ).

On the level of the place of articulation, we are going to see changes for alveolar, 
velar, bilabial, and palatal sounds.

The alveolar sounds can become – in the light of our corpus – velar with 
aspirated pronunciation ( h h]), velar ( ), and bilabial 
( ) (see ).

Figure 1. 
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The velar sound can become laryngeal ( ) or bilabial ( ) (see 
).

Figure 2. 

In our research corpus, the bilabial sound can become labiodental ( ).
Finally, the palatal sounds have four modalities of changing. They can become 

velar with aspirated pronunciation ( h h]), velar ( ), alveolar 
( ), or post-alveolar (

) (see ).

Figure 3. 

On the level of voicing, we have examples for both the voiced  voiceless (
) and voiceless  voiced (

) changes.
Finally, there are examples for the drop of the sound from the phonetic 

structure of the words ( ).
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